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1. Answer any ten questions:       1x10=10 

(a) What do you understand by central tendency? 

(b) What is scatter diagram? 

(c) Define probability mass function.  

(d) What is a Lorenz curve? 

(e) What is the skewness of a symmetric distributions?  

(f) Mentions different types of sampling techniques. 

(g) Write down the pdf of a normal distributions.  

(h) What is cost of living index? 

(i) What is spurious co-relation?  

(j) What do you understand by Kurtosis of a frequency distributions? 

(k) Define frequency density. 

(l) What is frequency distribution? 

(m) Write down the formula for Laspeyres’ index number.  

(n) In case of open end classes which measure of central tendency would be appropriate? 

2. Answer any five of the following questions:                                                          2 x 5 = 10 

(a) What is a sample? 

(b) Distinguish between a variable and an attribute. 

(c) Prove that ∑    
 
       ) = 0 

(d) What do you understand by a Lorenz Curve? 

(e) Under what condition is simple harmonic mean equal to weighted harmonic mean? 

(f) What is the angle between two regression lines when r = 0? 

3. Answer any one of the following questions:                                                               5 x 1 = 5 

(a) Draw the histogram of the following frequency distribution of heights of 100 college 

students: 

Height (cm.):   141-150    151-160    161-170    171-180    181-190    Total                       

Frequency   :          5               16              56               19                4           100 

(b) The mean and SD of a sample of 100 observations were calculated as 40 and 5.1 respectively, 

by a student who by mistake took one observation as 50 instead of 40. Calculate the correct 

SD.  

4. Answer any two of the following questions:                                                               10 x 2 =20 

(a) Show that ∑          
    is least if A =  , but ∑ |     | 

    is least if A = median.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

(5+5) 

(b) (i) Using a suitable formula calculate the median value from the following data: 

     Midvalue:    115    125    135    145    155    165    175    185    195    Total 

     Frequency:    6        25      48      72     116      60      38      22       3        390 

(ii) An aeroplane flies around a square the sides of which measure 100 Kms. each. The   

     aeroplane covers at a speed of 100 Kms. per hour the first side, at 200 Kms. per hour the   

     second side, at 300 Kms. per hour the third side, and at 400 Kms. per hour the fourth   



     side. Use the correct mean to find the average speed round the square.       (6+4) 

(c) (i) Show that the central moments are invariant under change of origin, but not under     

     change of scale. 

(ii) The frequency distribution of a large number of balls when classified according to their   

      radius is symmetrical. Show that if we classify the balls according to their volume, the   

      resulting frequency distribution will be skewed.                                         (5+5) 

(d) (i) If three uncorrelated variables            have the same standard deviation, find the   

     coefficient of correlation between       and      . 

(ii) Prove that the correlation coefficient r lies between -1 and +1.                   (5+5) 

 

 


